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Master CEH v11 and identify your weak spots As protecting information continues to be
a growing concern for today’s businesses, certifications in IT security have become
highly desirable, even as the number of certifications has grown. Now you can set
yourself apart with the Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH v11) certification. CEH v11
Certified Ethical Hacker Study Guide and Practice Tests Set provides you with all of the
technical review you need of CEH skills PLUS SEVEN practice tests to prove your
readiness for exam day. About the CEH v11 Certified Ethical Hacker Study Guide The
CEH v11 Certified Ethical Hacker Study Guide offers a comprehensive overview of the
CEH certification requirements using concise and easy-to-follow instructions. Chapters
are organized by exam objective, with a handy section that maps each objective to its
corresponding chapter, so you can keep track of your progress. The text provides
thorough coverage of all topics, along with challenging chapter review questions and
Exam Essentials, a key feature that identifies critical study areas. Subjects include
common attack practices like reconnaissance and scanning. Also covered are topics
like intrusion detection, DoS attacks, buffer overflows, wireless attacks, mobile attacks,
Internet of Things (IoT) and more. This study guide goes beyond test prep, providing
practical hands-on exercises to reinforce vital skills and real-world scenarios that put
what you’ve learned into the context of actual job roles. Gain a unique certification that
allows you to function like an attacker, allowing you to identify vulnerabilities so they
can be remediated Expand your career opportunities with an IT certificate that satisfies
the Department of Defense’s 8570 Directive for Information Assurance positions Fully
updated for the 2020 CEH v11 exam, including the latest developments in IT security
Access the Sybex online learning center, with chapter review questions, TWO fulllength practice exams, electronic flashcards, and a glossary of key terms About the
CEH v11 Certified Ethical Hacker Practice Tests CEH: Certified Ethical Hacker Version
11 Practice Tests are the ideal preparation for this high-stakes exam. FIVE MORE
complete, unique practice tests are designed to help you identify weak spots in your
understanding, so you can direct your preparation efforts efficiently and gain the
confidence—and skills—you need to pass. These tests cover all section sections of the
exam blueprint, allowing you to test your knowledge of Background,
Analysis/Assessment, Security, Tools/Systems/Programs, Procedures/Methodology,
Regulation/Policy, and Ethics. Practice all seven sections of the CEH v11 exam Test
your knowledge of security, tools, procedures, and regulations Gauge your
understanding of vulnerabilities and threats Master the material well in advance of
exam day
The ultimate preparation guide for the unique CEH exam. The CEH v10: Certified
Ethical Hacker Version 10 Study Guide is your ideal companion for CEH v10 exam
preparation. This comprehensive, in-depth review of CEH certification requirements is
designed to help you internalize critical information using concise, to-the-point
explanations and an easy-to-follow approach to the material. Covering all sections of
the exam, the discussion highlights essential topics like intrusion detection, DDoS
attacks, buffer overflows, and malware creation in detail, and puts the concepts into the
context of real-world scenarios. Each chapter is mapped to the corresponding exam
objective for easy reference, and the Exam Essentials feature helps you identify areas
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in need of further study. You also get access to online study tools including chapter
review questions, full-length practice exams, hundreds of electronic flashcards, and a
glossary of key terms to help you ensure full mastery of the exam material. The
Certified Ethical Hacker is one-of-a-kind in the cybersecurity sphere, allowing you to
delve into the mind of a hacker for a unique perspective into penetration testing. This
guide is your ideal exam preparation resource, with specific coverage of all CEH
objectives and plenty of practice material. Review all CEH v10 topics systematically
Reinforce critical skills with hands-on exercises Learn how concepts apply in real-world
scenarios Identify key proficiencies prior to the exam The CEH certification puts you in
professional demand, and satisfies the Department of Defense's 8570 Directive for all
Information Assurance government positions. Not only is it a highly-regarded credential,
but it's also an expensive exam—making the stakes even higher on exam day. The CEH
v10: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 10 Study Guide gives you the intense preparation
you need to pass with flying colors.
Prepare for the new Certified Ethical Hacker version 8 exam with this Sybex guide
Security professionals remain in high demand. The Certified Ethical Hacker is a one-ofa-kind certification designed to give the candidate a look inside the mind of a hacker.
This study guide provides a concise, easy-to-follow approach that covers all of the
exam objectives and includes numerous examples and hands-on exercises. Coverage
includes cryptography, footprinting and reconnaissance, scanning networks,
enumeration of services, gaining access to a system, Trojans, viruses, worms, covert
channels, and much more. A companion website includes additional study tools,
Including practice exam and chapter review questions and electronic flashcards.
Security remains the fastest growing segment of IT, and CEH certification provides
unique skills The CEH also satisfies the Department of Defense’s 8570 Directive,
which requires all Information Assurance government positions to hold one of the
approved certifications This Sybex study guide is perfect for candidates studying on
their own as well as those who are taking the CEHv8 course Covers all the exam
objectives with an easy-to-follow approach Companion website includes practice exam
questions, flashcards, and a searchable Glossary of key terms CEHv8: Certified Ethical
Hacker Version 8 Study Guide is the book you need when you're ready to tackle this
challenging exam Also available as a set, Ethical Hacking and Web Hacking Set,
9781119072171 with The Web Application Hacker's Handbook: Finding and Exploiting
Security Flaws, 2nd Edition.
Just as a professional athlete doesn't show up without a solid game plan, ethical
hackers, IT professionals, and security researchers should not be unprepared, either.
The Hacker Playbook provides them their own game plans. Written by a longtime
security professional and CEO of Secure Planet, LLC, this step-by-step guide to the
“game” of penetration hacking features hands-on examples and helpful advice from
the top of the field. Through a series of football-style “plays,” this straightforward guide
gets to the root of many of the roadblocks people may face while penetration
testing—including attacking different types of networks, pivoting through security
controls, and evading antivirus software. From “Pregame” research to “The Drive” and
“The Lateral Pass,” the practical plays listed can be read in order or referenced as
needed. Either way, the valuable advice within will put you in the mindset of a
penetration tester of a Fortune 500 company, regardless of your career or level of
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experience. Whether you're downing energy drinks while desperately looking for an
exploit, or preparing for an exciting new job in IT security, this guide is an essential part
of any ethical hacker's library—so there's no reason not to get in the game.
Dive into the world of securing digital networks, cloud, IoT, mobile infrastructure, and
much more. KEY FEATURES ? Courseware and practice papers with solutions for
C.E.H. v11. ? Includes hacking tools, social engineering techniques, and live exercises.
? Add on coverage on Web apps, IoT, cloud, and mobile Penetration testing.
DESCRIPTION The 'Certified Ethical Hacker's Guide' summarises all the ethical
hacking and penetration testing fundamentals you'll need to get started professionally in
the digital security landscape. The readers will be able to approach the objectives
globally, and the knowledge will enable them to analyze and structure the hacks and
their findings in a better way. The book begins by making you ready for the journey of a
seasonal, ethical hacker. You will get introduced to very specific topics such as
reconnaissance, social engineering, network intrusion, mobile and cloud hacking, and
so on. Throughout the book, you will find many practical scenarios and get hands-on
experience using tools such as Nmap, BurpSuite, OWASP ZAP, etc. Methodologies like
brute-forcing, wardriving, evil twining, etc. are explored in detail. You will also gain a
stronghold on theoretical concepts such as hashing, network protocols, architecture,
and data encryption in real-world environments. In the end, the evergreen bug bounty
programs and traditional career paths for safety professionals will be discussed. The
reader will also have practical tasks and self-assessment exercises to plan further
paths of learning and certification. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ? Learn methodologies,
tools, and techniques of penetration testing and ethical hacking. ? Expert-led practical
demonstration of tools and tricks like nmap, BurpSuite, and OWASP ZAP. ? Learn how
to perform brute forcing, wardriving, and evil twinning. ? Learn to gain and maintain
access to remote systems. ? Prepare detailed tests and execution plans for VAPT
(vulnerability assessment and penetration testing) scenarios. WHO THIS BOOK IS
FOR This book is intended for prospective and seasonal cybersecurity lovers who want
to master cybersecurity and ethical hacking. It also assists software engineers, quality
analysts, and penetration testing companies who want to keep up with changing cyber
risks. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Cyber Security, Ethical Hacking, and Penetration
Testing 2. CEH v11 Prerequisites and Syllabus 3. Self-Assessment 4. Reconnaissance
5. Social Engineering 6. Scanning Networks 7. Enumeration 8. Vulnerability
Assessment 9. System Hacking 10. Session Hijacking 11. Web Server Hacking 12.
Web Application Hacking 13. Hacking Wireless Networks 14. Hacking Mobile Platforms
15. Hacking Clout, IoT, and OT Platforms 16. Cryptography 17. Evading Security
Measures 18. Practical Exercises on Penetration Testing and Malware Attacks 19.
Roadmap for a Security Professional 20. Digital Compliances and Cyber Laws 21. SelfAssessment-1 22. Self-Assessment-2
Up-to-date coverage of every topic on the CEH v11 exam Thoroughly updated for CEH
v11 exam objectives, this integrated self-study system offers complete coverage of the
EC-Council’s Certified Ethical Hacker exam. In this new edition, IT security expert Matt
Walker discusses the latest tools, techniques, and exploits relevant to the exam. You’ll
find learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam tips, practice exam
questions, and in-depth explanations. Designed to help you pass the exam with ease,
this comprehensive resource also serves as an essential on-the-job reference. Covers
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all exam topics, including: Ethical hacking fundamentals Reconnaissance and
footprinting Scanning and enumeration Sniffing and evasion Attacking a system
Hacking web servers and applications Wireless network hacking Mobile, IoT, and OT
Security in cloud computing Trojans and other attacks, including malware analysis
Cryptography Social engineering and physical security Penetration testing Online
content includes: 300 practice exam questions Test engine that provides full-length
practice exams and customized quizzes by chapter or exam domain
The EC-Council|Press Ethical Hacking and Countermeasures series is comprised of
four books covering a broad base of topics in offensive network security, ethical
hacking, and network defense and countermeasures. The content of this series is
designed to immerse the reader into an interactive environment where they will be
shown how to scan, test, hack, and secure information systems. A wide variety of tools,
viruses, and malware is presented in these books, providing a complete understanding
of the tactics and tools used by hackers. The full series of books helps prepare readers
to take and succeed on the C|EH certification exam from EC-Council. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Prepare for the CEH training course and exam by gaining a solid foundation of
knowledge of key fundamentals such as operating systems, databases, networking,
programming, cloud, and virtualization. Based on this foundation, the book moves
ahead with simple concepts from the hacking world. The Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH)
Foundation Guide also takes you through various career paths available upon
completion of the CEH course and also prepares you to face job interviews when
applying as an ethical hacker. The book explains the concepts with the help of practical
real-world scenarios and examples. You'll also work with hands-on exercises at the end
of each chapter to get a feel of the subject. Thus this book would be a valuable
resource to any individual planning to prepare for the CEH certification course. What
You Will Learn Gain the basics of hacking (apps, wireless devices, and mobile
platforms) Discover useful aspects of databases and operating systems from a hacking
perspective Develop sharper programming and networking skills for the exam Explore
the penetration testing life cycle Bypass security appliances like IDS, IPS, and
honeypots Grasp the key concepts of cryptography Discover the career paths available
after certification Revise key interview questions for a certified ethical hacker Who This
Book Is For Beginners in the field of ethical hacking and information security,
particularly those who are interested in the CEH course and certification.

This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the eBook does not provide
access to the practice test software that accompanies the print book. Learn,
prepare, and practice for CEH v8 exam success with this cert guide from
Pearson IT Certification, a leader in IT certification learning. Master CEH exam
topics Assess your knowledge with chapter-ending quizzes Review key concepts
with exam preparation tasks Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) Cert Guide is a bestof-breed exam study guide. Leading security consultant and certification expert
Michael Gregg shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify
areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on
skills. Material is presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing your
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understanding and retention of exam topics. You'll get a complete test
preparation routine organized around proven series elements and techniques.
Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks
help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. Review questions help
you assess your knowledge, and a final preparation chapter guides you through
tools and resources to help you craft your final study plan. This EC-Council
authorized study guide helps you master all the topics on the CEH v8 (312-50)
exam, including: Ethical hacking basics Technical foundations of hacking
Footprinting and scanning Enumeration and system hacking Linux and
automated assessment tools Trojans and backdoors Sniffers, session hijacking,
and denial of service Web server hacking, web applications, and database
attacks Wireless technologies, mobile security, and mobile attacks IDS, firewalls,
and honeypots Buffer overflows, viruses, and worms Cryptographic attacks and
defenses Physical security and social engineering
Back for the third season, The Hacker Playbook 3 (THP3) takes your offensive
game to the pro tier. With a combination of new strategies, attacks, exploits, tips
and tricks, you will be able to put yourself in the center of the action toward
victory. The main purpose of this book is to answer questions as to why things
are still broken. For instance, with all the different security products, secure code
reviews, defense in depth, and penetration testing requirements, how are we still
seeing massive security breaches happening to major corporations and
governments? The real question we need to ask ourselves is, are all the
safeguards we are putting in place working? This is what The Hacker Playbook 3
- Red Team Edition is all about. By now, we are all familiar with penetration
testing, but what exactly is a Red Team? Red Teams simulate real-world,
advanced attacks to test how well your organization's defensive teams respond if
you were breached. They find the answers to questions like: Do your incident
response teams have the right tools, skill sets, and people to detect and mitigate
these attacks? How long would it take them to perform these tasks and is it
adequate? This is where you, as a Red Teamer, come in to accurately test and
validate the overall security program. THP3 will take your offensive hacking skills,
thought processes, and attack paths to the next level. This book focuses on realworld campaigns and attacks, exposing you to different initial entry points,
exploitation, custom malware, persistence, and lateral movement--all without
getting caught! This heavily lab-based book will include multiple Virtual Machines,
testing environments, and custom THP tools. So grab your helmet and let's go
break things! For more information, visit http: //thehackerplaybook.com/about/.
Just as a professional athlete doesn't show up without a solid game plan, ethical
hackers, IT professionals, and security researchers should not be unprepared,
either. The Hacker Playbook provides them their own game plans. Written by a
longtime security professional and CEO of Secure Planet, LLC, this step-by-step
guide to the "game" of penetration hacking features hands-on examples and
helpful advice from the top of the field. Through a series of football-style "plays,"
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this straightforward guide gets to the root of many of the roadblocks people may
face while penetration testing-including attacking different types of networks,
pivoting through security controls, privilege escalation, and evading antivirus
software. From "Pregame" research to "The Drive" and "The Lateral Pass," the
practical plays listed can be read in order or referenced as needed. Either way,
the valuable advice within will put you in the mindset of a penetration tester of a
Fortune 500 company, regardless of your career or level of experience. This
second version of The Hacker Playbook takes all the best "plays" from the
original book and incorporates the latest attacks, tools, and lessons learned.
Double the content compared to its predecessor, this guide further outlines
building a lab, walks through test cases for attacks, and provides more
customized code. Whether you're downing energy drinks while desperately
looking for an exploit, or preparing for an exciting new job in IT security, this
guide is an essential part of any ethical hacker's library-so there's no reason not
to get in the game.
As protecting information continues to be a growing concern for today’s
businesses, certifications in IT security have become highly desirable, even as
the number of certifications has grown. Now you can set yourself apart with the
Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH v11) certification. The CEH v11 Certified Ethical
Hacker Study Guide offers a comprehensive overview of the CEH certification
requirements using concise and easy-to-follow instructions. Chapters are
organized by exam objective, with a handy section that maps each objective to its
corresponding chapter, so you can keep track of your progress. The text provides
thorough coverage of all topics, along with challenging chapter review questions
and Exam Essentials, a key feature that identifies critical study areas. Subjects
include common attack practices like reconnaissance and scanning. Also
covered are topics like intrusion detection, DoS attacks, buffer overflows,
wireless attacks, mobile attacks, Internet of Things (IoT) and more. This study
guide goes beyond test prep, providing practical hands-on exercises to reinforce
vital skills and real-world scenarios that put what you’ve learned into the context
of actual job roles. Gain a unique certification that allows you to function like an
attacker, allowing you to identify vulnerabilities so they can be remediated
Expand your career opportunities with an IT certificate that satisfies the
Department of Defense's 8570 Directive for Information Assurance positions Fully
updated for the 2020 CEH v11 exam, including the latest developments in IT
security Access the Sybex online learning center, with chapter review questions,
full-length practice exams, hundreds of electronic flashcards, and a glossary of
key terms Thanks to its clear organization, all-inclusive coverage, and practical
instruction, the CEH v11 Certified Ethical Hacker Study Guide is an excellent
resource for anyone who needs to understand the hacking process or anyone
who wants to demonstrate their skills as a Certified Ethical Hacker.
Know the basic principles of ethical hacking. This book is designed to provide
you with the knowledge, tactics, and tools needed to prepare for the Certified
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Ethical Hacker(CEH) exam—a qualification that tests the cybersecurity
professional’s baseline knowledge of security threats, risks, and
countermeasures through lectures and hands-on labs. You will review the
organized certified hacking mechanism along with: stealthy network re-con;
passive traffic detection; privilege escalation, vulnerability recognition, remote
access, spoofing; impersonation, brute force threats, and cross-site scripting. The
book covers policies for penetration testing and requirements for documentation.
This book uses a unique “lesson” format with objectives and instruction to
succinctly review each major topic, including: footprinting and reconnaissance
and scanning networks, system hacking, sniffers and social engineering, session
hijacking, Trojans and backdoor viruses and worms, hacking webservers, SQL
injection, buffer overflow, evading IDS, firewalls, and honeypots, and much more.
What You Will learn Understand the concepts associated with Footprinting
Perform active and passive reconnaissance Identify enumeration
countermeasures Be familiar with virus types, virus detection methods, and virus
countermeasures Know the proper order of steps used to conduct a session
hijacking attack Identify defensive strategies against SQL injection attacks
Analyze internal and external network traffic using an intrusion detection system
Who This Book Is For Security professionals looking to get this credential,
including systems administrators, network administrators, security administrators,
junior IT auditors/penetration testers, security specialists, security consultants,
security engineers, and more
About the Author: Nouman Ahmed Khan AWS/Azure/GCP-Architect, CCDE,
CCIEx5 (R&S, SP, Security, DC, Wireless), CISSP, CISA, CISM, CRISC,
ISO27K-LA is a Solution Architect working with a global telecommunication
provider. He works with enterprises, mega-projects, and service providers to help
them select the best-fit technology solutions. He also works as a consultant to
understand customer business processes and helps select an appropriate
technology strategy to support business goals. He has more than fifteen years of
experience working with global clients. About this Workbook: TO BEAT A
HACKER, YOU NEED TO THINK LIKE A HACKER Learn the fundamentals and
become one of the most in-demand cyber security professional in 2021: an
Ethical Hacker! Your only, most comprehensive and all-in-one resource written
by cyber security experts to pass the EC-Council's Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH)
v11 exam on the first attempt with the best scores. Our most popular title just got
fully updated based on the cutting-edge technological innovations and latest
developments in cybersecurity field. What's New in this study guide: Emerging
attack vectors. Enumeration deep dive. Malware reverse engineering. Emerging
Cloud Computing technologies. Advanced penetration tests for web applications.
Operational technology (OT). WPA3 This is a highly practical, intensive, yet
comprehensive study guide that will teach you to become a REAL White Hat
HACKER!!! The book is for anyone who would like to master the art of ethical
hacking. Learn the best ethical hacking practices and techniques to prepare for
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CEH certification with real-world examples. Along with the most current CEH
content, the book also contains strong study aides to support your exam
preparation Complete CEH blueprint coverage 150+ Real practice questions 15+
Detailed Mind-maps for easy explanations & memorization 30+ Hands-on ethical
hacking practice labs. Exam tips. Pass guarantee. Learn the best ethical hacking
practices and techniques to prepare for CEHv11 certification with real-world
examples, tools and techniques available in the market. Even after exam, this
authoritative guide will serve as your go-to-reference during your professional
career. With the help of this updated version of the book, you will learn about the
most powerful and latest hacking techniques such as, Footprinting &
Reconnaissance Scanning Networks Enumeration Vulnerability Analysis System
Hacking Malware Threats Sniffing Social Engineering Denial-of-Service (DoS)
Session Hijacking Evading IDS, Firewalls, and Honeypots Hacking Web Servers
Hacking Web Applications SQL Injection Hacking Wireless Networks Hacking
Mobile Applications IoT Hacking Cloud Computing Cryptography
Don’t Let the Real Test Be Your First Test! Written by an IT security and
education expert, CEH Certified Ethical Hacker Practice Exams is filled with more
than 500 realistic practice exam questions based on the latest release of the
Certified Ethical Hacker exam. To aid in your understanding of the material, indepth explanations of both the correct and incorrect answers are included for
every question. This practical guide covers all CEH exam objectives developed
by the EC-Council and is the perfect companion to CEH Certified Ethical Hacker
All-in-One Exam Guide. Covers all exam topics, including: Ethical hacking basics
Cryptography Reconnaissance and footprinting Scanning and enumeration
Sniffers and evasion Attacking a system Social engineering and physical security
Web-based hacking?servers and applications Wireless network hacking Trojans,
viruses, and other attacks Penetration testing Electronic content includes:
Simulated practice exam PDF eBook Bonus practice exam (with free online
registration)
CEH Certified Ethical Hacker All-in-One Exam GuideMcGraw Hill Professional
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed
by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
included with the product. Don't Let the Real Test Be Your First Test! Fully
updated for the CEH v10 exam objectives, this practical guide contains more
than 600 realistic practice exam questions to prepare you for the EC-Council's
Certified Ethical Hacker exam. To aid in your understanding of the material, indepth explanations of both the correct and incorrect answers are provided for
every question. A valuable pre-assessment test evaluates your readiness and
identifies areas requiring further study. Designed to help you pass the exam, this
is the perfect companion to CEHTM Certified Ethical Hacker All-in-One Exam
Guide, Fourth Edition. Covers all exam topics, including: •Ethical hacking
fundamentals •Reconnaissance and footprinting •Scanning and enumeration
•Sniffing and evasion •Attacking a system •Hacking web servers and
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applications •Wireless network hacking •Mobile and IoT •Security in cloud
computing •Trojans and other attacks •Cryptography •Social engineering and
physical security •Penetration testing Online content includes: •Test engine that
provides full-length practice exams and customized quizzes by chapter or exam
domain.
CEH v10 covers new modules for the security of IoT devices, vulnerability
analysis, focus on emerging attack vectors on the cloud, artificial intelligence, and
machine learning including a complete malware analysis process. Added 150+
Exam Practice Questions to help you in the exam & Free Resources
Don't Let the Real Test Be Your First Test! Fully updated for the CEH v8 exam
objectives, this practical guide contains more than 650 realistic practice exam
questions to prepare you for the EC-Council's Certified Ethical Hacker exam. To
aid in your understanding of the material, in-depth explanations of both the
correct and incorrect answers are provided for every question. A valuable preassessment test evaluates your readiness and identifies areas requiring further
study. Designed to help you pass the exam, this is the perfect companion to CEH
Certified Ethical Hacker All-in-One Exam Guide, Second Edition. Covers all exam
topics, including: Introduction to ethical hacking Reconnaissance and footprinting
Scanning and enumeration Sniffing and evasion Attacking a system Hacking web
servers and applications Wireless network hacking Trojans and other attacks
Cryptography Social engineering and physical security Penetration testing
Electronic content includes: Test engine that provides full-length practice exams
and customized quizzes by chapter
Learn how to hack systems like black hat hackers and secure them like security
experts Key Features Understand how computer systems work and their
vulnerabilities Exploit weaknesses and hack into machines to test their security
Learn how to secure systems from hackers Book Description This book starts
with the basics of ethical hacking, how to practice hacking safely and legally, and
how to install and interact with Kali Linux and the Linux terminal. You will explore
network hacking, where you will see how to test the security of wired and
wireless networks. You’ll also learn how to crack the password for any Wi-Fi
network (whether it uses WEP, WPA, or WPA2) and spy on the connected
devices. Moving on, you will discover how to gain access to remote computer
systems using client-side and server-side attacks. You will also get the hang of
post-exploitation techniques, including remotely controlling and interacting with
the systems that you compromised. Towards the end of the book, you will be
able to pick up web application hacking techniques. You'll see how to discover,
exploit, and prevent a number of website vulnerabilities, such as XSS and SQL
injections. The attacks covered are practical techniques that work against real
systems and are purely for educational purposes. At the end of each section, you
will learn how to detect, prevent, and secure systems from these attacks. What
you will learn Understand ethical hacking and the different fields and types of
hackers Set up a penetration testing lab to practice safe and legal hacking
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Explore Linux basics, commands, and how to interact with the terminal Access
password-protected networks and spy on connected clients Use server and clientside attacks to hack and control remote computers Control a hacked system
remotely and use it to hack other systems Discover, exploit, and prevent a
number of web application vulnerabilities such as XSS and SQL injections Who
this book is for Learning Ethical Hacking from Scratch is for anyone interested in
learning how to hack and test the security of systems like professional hackers
and security experts.
Don’t Let the Real Test Be Your First Test! Fully updated for the CEH v9 exam
objectives, this practical guide contains more than 650 realistic practice exam
questions to prepare you for the EC-Council’s Certified Ethical Hacker exam. To
aid in your understanding of the material, in-depth explanations of both the
correct and incorrect answers are provided for every question. A valuable preassessment test evaluates your readiness and identifies areas requiring further
study. Designed to help you pass the exam, this is the perfect companion to
CEHTM Certified Ethical Hacker All-in-One Exam Guide, Third Edition. Covers all
exam topics, including: • Ethical hacking fundamentals • Reconnaissance and
footprinting • Scanning and enumeration • Sniffing and evasion • Attacking a
system • Hacking Web servers and applications • Wireless network hacking •
Trojans and other attacks • Cryptography • Social engineering and physical
security • Penetration testing Electronic content includes: • Test engine that
provides full-length practice exams and customized quizzes by chapter • PDF
copy of the book
With more than 600 security tools in its arsenal, the Kali Linux distribution can be
overwhelming. Experienced and aspiring security professionals alike may find it
challenging to select the most appropriate tool for conducting a given test. This
practical book covers Kali’s expansive security capabilities and helps you identify
the tools you need to conduct a wide range of security tests and penetration
tests. You’ll also explore the vulnerabilities that make those tests necessary.
Author Ric Messier takes you through the foundations of Kali Linux and explains
methods for conducting tests on networks, web applications, wireless security,
password vulnerability, and more. You’ll discover different techniques for
extending Kali tools and creating your own toolset. Learn tools for stress testing
network stacks and applications Perform network reconnaissance to determine
what’s available to attackers Execute penetration tests using automated exploit
tools such as Metasploit Use cracking tools to see if passwords meet complexity
requirements Test wireless capabilities by injecting frames and cracking
passwords Assess web application vulnerabilities with automated or proxy-based
tools Create advanced attack techniques by extending Kali tools or developing
your own Use Kali Linux to generate reports once testing is complete
Get complete coverage of all the objectives included on the EC-Council's
Certified Ethical Hacker exam inside this comprehensive resource. Written by an
IT security expert, this authoritative guide covers the vendor-neutral CEH exam in
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full detail. You'll find learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam
tips, practice exam questions, and in-depth explanations. Designed to help you
pass the exam with ease, this definitive volume also serves as an essential onthe-job reference. COVERS ALL EXAM TOPICS, INCLUDING: Introduction to
ethical hacking Cryptography Reconnaissance and footprinting Network scanning
Enumeration System hacking Evasion techniques Social engineering and
physical security Hacking web servers and applications SQL injection Viruses,
trojans, and other attacks Wireless hacking Penetration testing Electronic content
includes: Two practice exams Bonus appendix with author's recommended tools,
sites, and references
Prepare for the CEH certification exam with this official review guide and learn
how to identify security risks to networks and computers. This easy-to-use guide
is organized by exam objectives for quick review so you’ll be able to get the
serious preparation you need for the challenging Certified Ethical Hacker
certification exam 312-50. As the only review guide officially endorsed by ECCouncil, this concise book covers all of the exam objectives and includes a CD
with a host of additional study tools.
Your one-stop guide to using Python, creating your own hacking tools, and making the
most out of resources available for this programming language Key Features
Comprehensive information on building a web application penetration testing framework
using Python Master web application penetration testing using the multi-paradigm
programming language Python Detect vulnerabilities in a system or application by
writing your own Python scripts Book Description Python is an easy-to-learn and crossplatform programming language that has unlimited third-party libraries. Plenty of open
source hacking tools are written in Python, which can be easily integrated within your
script. This book is packed with step-by-step instructions and working examples to
make you a skilled penetration tester. It is divided into clear bite-sized chunks, so you
can learn at your own pace and focus on the areas of most interest to you. This book
will teach you how to code a reverse shell and build an anonymous shell. You will also
learn how to hack passwords and perform a privilege escalation on Windows with
practical examples. You will set up your own virtual hacking environment in VirtualBox,
which will help you run multiple operating systems for your testing environment. By the
end of this book, you will have learned how to code your own scripts and mastered
ethical hacking from scratch. What you will learn Code your own reverse shell (TCP
and HTTP) Create your own anonymous shell by interacting with Twitter, Google
Forms, and SourceForge Replicate Metasploit features and build an advanced shell
Hack passwords using multiple techniques (API hooking, keyloggers, and clipboard
hijacking) Exfiltrate data from your target Add encryption (AES, RSA, and XOR) to your
shell to learn how cryptography is being abused by malware Discover privilege
escalation on Windows with practical examples Countermeasures against most attacks
Who this book is for This book is for ethical hackers; penetration testers; students
preparing for OSCP, OSCE, GPEN, GXPN, and CEH; information security
professionals; cybersecurity consultants; system and network security administrators;
and programmers who are keen on learning all about penetration testing.
EC-Council Certified Ethical Hacking (CEH) v10 Exam 312-50 Latest v10. This updated
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version includes two major enhancement, New modules added to cover complete
CEHv10 blueprint. Book scrutinized to rectify grammar, punctuation, spelling and
vocabulary errors. CEHv10 Update CEH v10 covers new modules for the security of
IoT devices, vulnerability analysis, focus on emerging attack vectors on the cloud,
artificial intelligence, and machine learning including a complete malware analysis
process. Our CEH workbook delivers a deep understanding of applications of the
vulnerability analysis in a real-world environment.Information security is always a great
challenge for networks and systems. Data breach statistics estimated millions of
records stolen every day which evolved the need for Security. Almost each and every
organization in the world demands security from identity theft, information leakage and
integrity of their data. The role and skills of Certified Ethical Hacker are becoming more
significant and demanding than ever. EC-Council Certified Ethical Hacking (CEH)
ensures the delivery of knowledge regarding fundamental and advanced security
threats, evasion techniques from intrusion detection system and countermeasures of
attacks as well as up-skill you to penetrate platforms to identify vulnerabilities in the
architecture.CEH v10 update will cover the latest exam blueprint, comprised of 20
Modules which includes the practice of information security and hacking tools which are
popularly used by professionals to exploit any computer systems. CEHv10 course
blueprint covers all five Phases of Ethical Hacking starting from Reconnaissance,
Gaining Access, Enumeration, Maintaining Access till covering your tracks. While
studying CEHv10, you will feel yourself into a Hacker's Mindset. Major additions in the
CEHv10 course are Vulnerability Analysis, IoT Hacking, Focused on Emerging Attack
Vectors, Hacking Challenges, and updates of latest threats & attacks including
Ransomware, Android Malware, Banking & Financial malware, IoT botnets and much
more. IPSpecialist CEH technology workbook will help you to learn Five Phases of
Ethical Hacking with tools, techniques, and The methodology of Vulnerability Analysis
to explore security loopholes, Vulnerability Management Life Cycle, and Tools used for
Vulnerability analysis.DoS/DDoS, Session Hijacking, SQL Injection & much
more.Threats to IoT platforms and defending techniques of IoT devices.Advance
Vulnerability Analysis to identify security loopholes in a corporate network,
infrastructure, and endpoints.Cryptography Concepts, Ciphers, Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI), Cryptography attacks, Cryptanalysis tools and Methodology of
Crypt Analysis.Penetration testing, security audit, vulnerability assessment, and
penetration testing roadmap.Cloud computing concepts, threats, attacks, tools, and
Wireless networks, Wireless network security, Threats, Attacks, and Countermeasures
and much more
As protecting information becomes a rapidly growing concern for today’s businesses,
certifications in IT security have become highly desirable, even as the number of
certifications has grown. Now you can set yourself apart with the Certified Ethical
Hacker (CEH v10) certification. The CEH v10 Certified Ethical Hacker Study Guide
offers a comprehensive overview of the CEH certification requirements using concise
and easy-to-follow instruction. Chapters are organized by exam objective, with a handy
section that maps each objective to its corresponding chapter, so you can keep track of
your progress. The text provides thorough coverage of all topics, along with challenging
chapter review questions and Exam Essentials, a key feature that identifies critical
study areas. Subjects include intrusion detection, DDoS attacks, buffer overflows, virus
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creation, and more. This study guide goes beyond test prep, providing practical handson exercises to reinforce vital skills and real-world scenarios that put what you’ve
learned into the context of actual job roles. Gain a unique certification that allows you to
understand the mind of a hacker Expand your career opportunities with an IT certificate
that satisfies the Department of Defense’s 8570 Directive for Information Assurance
positions Fully updated for the 2018 CEH v10 exam, including the latest developments
in IT security Access the Sybex online learning center, with chapter review questions,
full-length practice exams, hundreds of electronic flashcards, and a glossary of key
terms Thanks to its clear organization, all-inclusive coverage, and practical instruction,
the CEH v10 Certified Ethical Hacker Study Guide is an excellent resource for anyone
who needs to understand the hacking process or anyone who wants to demonstrate
their skills as a Certified Ethical Hacker.
Uses real-world bug reports (vulnerabilities in software or in this case web applications)
to teach programmers and InfoSec professionals how to discover and protect
vulnerabilities in web applications. Real-World Bug Hunting is a field guide to finding
software bugs. Ethical hacker Peter Yaworski breaks down common types of bugs,
then contextualizes them with real bug bounty reports released by hackers on
companies like Twitter, Facebook, Google, Uber, and Starbucks. As you read each
report, you'll gain deeper insight into how the vulnerabilities work and how you might
find similar ones. Each chapter begins with an explanation of a vulnerability type, then
moves into a series of real bug bounty reports that show how the bugs were found.
You'll learn things like how Cross-Site Request Forgery tricks users into unknowingly
submitting information to websites they are logged into; how to pass along unsafe
JavaScript to execute Cross-Site Scripting; how to access another user's data via
Insecure Direct Object References; how to trick websites into disclosing information
with Server Side Request Forgeries; and how bugs in application logic can lead to
pretty serious vulnerabilities. Yaworski also shares advice on how to write effective
vulnerability reports and develop relationships with bug bounty programs, as well as
recommends hacking tools that can make the job a little easier.
JUST FOR BOOKSTORES...55% DISCOUNT!!! Your customers will really appreciate
this helpful guide! If you want to learn the art of Hacking and find out how a Hacker
thinks then keep reading... M??t ?v?r? home ?nd business ?ffi?? n?w h?? a firewall th?t
????r?t?? ??ur internal computer network fr?m th? wild w??t ?f th? world wid? int?rn?t.
The good n?w? is th?t fir?w?ll? h?v? become in?r???ingl? m?r? sophisticated ?nd
?r???rl? ??nfigur?d ??n d? ?n excellent j?b in ???uring ??ur int?rn?l ??m?ut?r network
d?vi???. M?d?rn fir?w?ll? n?w include intru?i?n d?t??ti?n ?nd ?r?v?nti?n, email ???m
filt?ring, w?b?it? blocking ?nd m??t are ?bl? t? g?n?r?t? r???rt? on wh? did wh?t and
when. They n?t ?nl? block ?vil doers fr?m ?ut?id? ??ur n?tw?rk, but th?? police th?
u??r? ?n the in?id? from accessing in???r??ri?t? r???ur??? ?n the ?ut?id? int?rn?t.
Employees ??n b? bl??k?d fr?m vi?iting ?it?? th?t can rob ??ur business ?f v?lu?bl?
?r?du?tivit? tim? ?r violate ??m? ???urit? ??m?li?n?? r?quir?m?nt. Prim? business hours
i? r??ll? n?t th? tim? t? u?d?t? ??ur F???b??k ??g?! Nor do we w?nt our m?di??l and
fin?n?i?l service folks u?ing ?n in?t?nt m????ging ??rvi?? to chat with ?nd ?ut?id?r!
Ch?n??? are ??ur Int?rn?t browser is w?r?t ?n?m? wh?n it ??m?? to ???uring ??ur
privacy. Ev?r? website ??u vi?it, every ?m?il you ??nd ?nd ?v?r? link you f?ll?w i? being
tracked b? hundreds ?f ??m??ni??. D?n't b?li?v? m?? If you ?r? u?ing Fir?f?x, in?t?ll an
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?dd in ?xt?n?i?n n?m?d D?N?tTr??km? and ?tud? wh?t happens. Assuming you ?r? ?n
average int?rn?t ?urf?r, in l??? th?t 72 h?ur? you will have a li?t ?f ?v?r 100 ??m??ni??
that h?v? b??n tracking ??ur ?v?r? move ?n th? int?rn?t! What you will learn: Meaning of
Ethical Hacking. You will learn the primary benefits of Ethical Hacking How to install
and use Kali Linux Why choose Linux over Windows? How the process of Hacking
works and how to use it for good How to do penetration testing with Kali Linux Cyber
Security: The 5 best tips to prevent the cyber threat Types of Network and how to hack
a Wireless Network Bash and Python Scripting. You will find recipes for writing real
applications! Even if you are a completely beginner, with this guide, you will learn it
easily! Don't miss the opportunity to sell so many copies of this amazing book, get it
NOW !!!
This book will address tasks, such as penetrating networks, exploiting systems,
breaking into computers, compromising routers, among other cyber security issues.
The purpose of this material is strictly for educational reasons as the demand for cyber
security personnel increases due to the increasing challenges of the contemporary
need for information technology application and use. The contents and practical lab
exercises in this text are substantial supplementary materials geared toward Cyber
Security, Ethical Hacking, & Penetration Testing professionals for their careers and for
the following Exams preparation: CSA+ - CompTIA Cybersecurity Analyst CISSP Certified Information Systems Security Professional CISM - Certified Information
Security Manager GSEC - GIAC Security Essentials Certification CRISC - Certified in
Risk and Information Systems Control CEH - Certified Ethical Hacker ECSA - ECCouncil Certified Security Analyst GPEN - GIAC Penetration Tester SSCP - Systems
Security Certified Practitioner
Don’t Let the Real Test Be Your First Test! Fully updated for the CEH v10 exam
objectives, this practical guide contains more than 600 realistic practice exam questions
to prepare you for the EC-Council’s Certified Ethical Hacker exam. To aid in your
understanding of the material, in-depth explanations of both the correct and incorrect
answers are provided for every question. A valuable pre-assessment test evaluates
your readiness and identifies areas requiring further study. Designed to help you pass
the exam, this is the perfect companion to CEHTM Certified Ethical Hacker All-in-One
Exam Guide, Fourth Edition. Covers all exam topics, including: Ethical hacking
fundamentals Reconnaissance and footprinting Scanning and enumeration Sniffing and
evasion Attacking a system Hacking web servers and applications Wireless network
hacking Mobile and IoT Security in cloud computing Trojans and other attacks
Cryptography Social engineering and physical security Penetration testing Online
content includes: Test engine that provides full-length practice exams and customized
quizzes by chapter or exam domain
Requiring no prior hacking experience, Ethical Hacking and Penetration Testing Guide
supplies a complete introduction to the steps required to complete a penetration test, or
ethical hack, from beginning to end. You will learn how to properly utilize and interpret
the results of modern-day hacking tools, which are required to complete a penetration
test. The book covers a wide range of tools, including Backtrack Linux, Google
reconnaissance, MetaGooFil, dig, Nmap, Nessus, Metasploit, Fast Track Autopwn,
Netcat, and Hacker Defender rootkit. Supplying a simple and clean explanation of how
to effectively utilize these tools, it details a four-step methodology for conducting an
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effective penetration test or hack.Providing an accessible introduction to penetration
testing and hacking, the book supplies you with a fundamental understanding of
offensive security. After completing the book you will be prepared to take on in-depth
and advanced topics in hacking and penetration testing. The book walks you through
each of the steps and tools in a structured, orderly manner allowing you to understand
how the output from each tool can be fully utilized in the subsequent phases of the
penetration test. This process will allow you to clearly see how the various tools and
phases relate to each other. An ideal resource for those who want to learn about ethical
hacking but dont know where to start, this book will help take your hacking skills to the
next level. The topics described in this book comply with international standards and
with what is being taught in international certifications.
Fully revised for the new CEH v.8 exam objectives from the EC-Council, this practical
guide provides 500+ simulated CEH exam questions with in-depth answer
explanations.
Thoroughly revised to cover all CEH v10 exam objectives, this bundle includes two
books, online resources, and a bonus quick review guide This fully updated, moneysaving self-study set prepares you for the CEH v10 exam. You can start by reading
CEH Certified Ethical Hacker All-in-One Exam Guide, Fourth Edition to learn about
every topic included in the v10 exam objectives. Next, you can reinforce what you’ve
learned with the 650+ practice questions featured in CEH Certified Ethical Hacker
Practice Exams, Fourth Edition. The CEH Certified Ethical Hacker Bundle, Fourth
Edition also includes a bonus a quick review guide that can be used as the final piece
for exam preparation. A bonus voucher code for four hours of lab time from Practice
Labs, a virtual machine platform providing access to real hardware and software, can
be combined with the two hours of lab time included with the All-in-One Exam Guide
and provides the hands-on experience that’s tested in the optional new CEH Practical
exam. This edition features up-to-date coverage of all five phases of ethical hacking:
reconnaissance, gaining access, enumeration, maintaining access, and covering
tracks. •In all, the bundle includes more than 1,000 accurate questions with detailed
answer explanations•Online content includes customizable practice exam software
containing 600 practice questions in total and voucher codes for six free hours of lab
time from Practice Labs•Bonus Quick Review Guide only available with this
bundle•This bundle is 22% cheaper than buying the two books separately and includes
exclusive online content
The perfect supplement to CEH Certified Ethical Hacker All-in-One Exam Guide, this
practice exams book provides valuable test preparation for candidates preparing to
pass the exam and achieve one of the fastest-growing information security credentials
available. Designed as an exam-focused study-self aid and resource, CEH Certified
Ethical Hacker Practice Exams offers practice test items from each domain of the latest
CEH exam, and provides knowledge and scenario-based questions plus one case
study-based Lab Question per chapter. In-depth answer explanations for both the
correct and incorrect answers are included. The book contains more than 400 practice
exam questions (in the book and electronic content) that match the actual exam
questions in content and feel. The CEH Program certifies individuals in the specific
network security discipline of Ethical Hacking from a vendor-neutral perspective. A
Certified Ethical Hacker is a skilled IT professional responsible for testing the
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weaknesses and vulnerabilities in target systems and uses the same knowledge and
tools as a malicious hacker. Covers all exam topics, including intrusion detection, policy
creation, social engineering, ddos attacks, buffer overflows, virus creation, and more
Based on the 2011 CEH exam update Electronic content includes two complete
practice exam simulations Market / Audience The Certified Ethical Hacker certification
certifies the application knowledge of security officers, auditors, security professionals,
site administrators, and anyone who is concerned about the integrity of the network
infrastructure. DOD 8570 workforce requirements include CEH as an approved
commercial credential US-CERT's EBK and Certified Computer Security Incident
Handler (CSIH) standards map to CEH CEH is an international, vendor-neutral
certification that can be taken at any Prometric or VUE testing center worldwide. The
exam costs $250. The Ethical Hacker is usually employed with the organization and
can be trusted to undertake an attempt to penetrate networks and/or computer systems
using the same methods as a Hacker. Hacking is a felony in the United States and
most other countries. When it is done by request and under a contract between an
Ethical Hacker and an organization, it is legal. The most important point is that an
Ethical Hacker has authorization to probe the target. Matt Walker, CCNA, CCNP,
MCSE, CEH, CNDA, CPTS (Ft. Lauderdale, FL) is the IA Training Instructor Supervisor
and a Sr. IA Analyst at Dynetics, Inc., in Huntsville, Alabama. An IT education
professional for over 15 years, Matt served as the Director of Network Training Center
and the Curriculum Lead and Senior Instructor for the local Cisco Networking Academy
on Ramstein AB, Germany. After leaving the US Air Force, Matt served as a Network
Engineer for NASA's Secure Network Systems, designing and maintaining secured
data, voice and video networking for the agency.
The 10th edition of Elementary Differential Equations and Boundary Value Problems,
like its predecessors, is written from the viewpoint of the applied mathematician, whose
interest in differential equations may sometimes be quite theoretical, sometimes
intensely practical, and often somewhere in between. The authors have sought to
combine a sound and accurate exposition of the elementary theory of differential
equations with considerable material on methods of solution, analysis, and
approximation that have proved useful in a wide variety of applications. While the
general structure of the book remains unchanged, some notable changes have been
made to improve the clarity and readability of basic material about differential equations
and their applications. In addition to expanded explanations, the 10th edition includes
new problems, updated figures and examples to help motivate students. The book is
written primarily for undergraduate students of mathematics, science, or engineering,
who typically take a course on differential equations during their first or second year of
study. WileyPLUS sold separately from text.
Hundreds of accurate practice questions—fully updated for the current version of the
CEH exam Thoroughly revised for CEH v11 exam objectives, this self-study guide
contains more than 350 practice questions to prepare candidates for the EC-Council's
Certified Ethical Hacker exam. All questions match the actual exam in content, format,
and feel. To aid in understanding the material, in-depth explanations of both the correct
and incorrect answers are provided for every question. A valuable pre-assessment test
evaluates readiness and identifies areas requiring further study. CEH Certified Ethical
Hacker Practice Exams, Fifth Edition offers practice test items from each domain of the
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latest edition of the exam—including knowledge, performance, and scenario-based
questions. The book features up-to-date coverage of all phases of ethical hacking,
including reconnaissance, gaining access, enumeration, maintaining access, and
covering tracks. Designed to help readers pass the exam with ease, this is the perfect
companion to the All-in-One Exam Guide. Contains more than 350 realistic questions
with detailed answer explanations Online content includes access to the TotalTester
customizable practice exam engine with an additional 300 practice questions Written by
an experienced trainer with more than 30 years of cybersecurity experience
Full Coverage of All Exam Objectives for the CEH Exams 312-50 and EC0-350
Thoroughly prepare for the challenging CEH Certified Ethical Hackers exam with this
comprehensive study guide. The book provides full coverage of exam topics, real-world
examples, and includes a CD with chapter review questions, two full-length practice
exams, electronic flashcards, a glossary of key terms, and the entire book in a
searchable pdf e-book. What's Inside: Covers ethics and legal issues, footprinting,
scanning, enumeration, system hacking, trojans and backdoors, sniffers, denial of
service, social engineering, session hijacking, hacking Web servers, Web application
vulnerabilities, and more Walks you through exam topics and includes plenty of realworld scenarios to help reinforce concepts Includes a CD with an assessment test,
review questions, practice exams, electronic flashcards, and the entire book in a
searchable pdf
The EC-Council | Press Ethical Hacking and Countermeasures Series is comprised of
five books covering a broad base of topics in offensive network security, ethical
hacking, and network defense and countermeasures. The content of this series is
designed to immerse the reader into an interactive environment where they will be
shown how to scan, test, hack and secure information systems. With the full series of
books, the reader will gain in-depth knowledge and practical experience with essential
security systems, and become prepared to succeed on the Certified Ethical Hacker, or
C|EH, certification from EC-Council. This certification covers a plethora of offensive
security topics ranging from how perimeter defenses work, to scanning and attacking
simulated networks. A wide variety of tools, viruses, and malware is presented in this
and the other four books, providing a complete understanding of the tactics and tools
used by hackers. By gaining a thorough understanding of how hackers operate, an
Ethical Hacker will be able to set up strong countermeasures and defensive systems to
protect an organization's critical infrastructure and information. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
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